Talk/ Blessing Ceremonies
It is widely understood in South Africa that when a Sangoma starts to sing and play their drum they
start to summon the Ancestors or Spirit Beings. As a traditional Sangoma John plays his drum and
sings ancient ‘Ingomas’ or Xhosa chants whenever he is called on to give a talk. From the rural areas
of South Africa to London , New York, Dublin, Cork and Mexico to name a few, people have
experienced powerful dreams after these brief 1.5 – 3 hour ceremonies performed by John. In a few
instances people have recalled dreams about their Ancestors which has then precipitated further
contact with John.
This has necessitated the importance of opening space after these ceremonies to give people the
opportunity to have a Divination or Ancestral reading with John. During a Divination session John
goes into a light trance through meditation & Xhosa chanting. He also throws the bones in a
traditional way. He receives visions and dream images through his meditations whereby he is guided
as to how to help his clients fulfil their life path or destiny. This might require a series of small
ceremonies for the client to perform on their own, or practical meditation advice. As each person’s
story is unique so the list of prescriptions which John hands out is endless and tailored to suit the
individuality of the client.
If you decide to go to one of these talks please be aware that you will be entering an ancient
ceremonial space, facilitated through the African drum, rattle and Xhosa Sangoma chanting.
We are living in auspicious times for this is the first time in recent history that a Xhosa Sangoma in
the form of John Lockley, brings teachings and chants outside South Africa in this traditional,
ceremonial way. Be prepared to be inspired, energised, and awakened to the mystical world of
Africa and all that she gives us...

